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Dear Parent
Your son is approaching the next phase of his middle schooling. The new study program allows him
to undertake fewer subjects than studied this year by choosing preferred elective classes to
supplement his core classes. Therefore, whilst he will continue a number of core subjects, he will
also need to undertake two (2) elective subjects throughout Year 9 and then select a third elective
in Year 10.
This Subject Selection Booklet has been designed to help you work with your son to decide which
elective subjects he wishes to complete during these two (2) years.
Furthermore, a Subject Selection Information Evening for parents and students will be held in the
Callan Centre on Monday 17 August commencing at 6:00pm to elaborate on the selection process
and information within this Subject Selection Booklet. All of the Heads of Curriculum will be available
to help you with any further information that you may require.
I look forward to meeting with you during this time.

Yours sincerely

Mr Chris Mayes
College Principal
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INTRODUCTION
The next 2 years of schooling will guide students through their middle phase of schooling into senior
schooling. To date, students have been put into classes and have undertaken the same subjects
without opportunity to change or choose different options. In Year 9, they are given the opportunity
to choose those subjects that they may wish to further extend from their Year 8 studies. However,
students will still have to undertake the following core subjects. This means that they are required
to complete the subjects without option.
CORE SUBJECTS
 English
 Health and Physical Education
 Mathematics
 Religious Education
 Science
 Study of Society and the Environment
 The Rite Journey
Throughout Year 9, students will participate in the middle phase of schooling. Our aim is to involve
students in classroom environments that are more conducive to early adolescent learning in terms
of curriculum, assessment and teaching methods. Subjects will be prepared and presented in
keeping with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum.
As well as the core subjects, students will also have the opportunity to select 2 elective subjects from
those listed within this booklet. These subjects will extend over the next 2 years (Years 9 and 10). In
Year 9 students will also undertake a personal development program called “The Rite Journey”. This
program will last for the duration of Year 9. It will be replaced by the selection of a third elective for
Year 10. When choosing elective subjects, students need to consider and choose subjects using the
following guidelines:







They enjoy.
They have already achieved good results in.
Reflect their interests and abilities.
Help them reach their career and employment goals (if known at this stage).
Help them develop skills, knowledge and attitudes that will be useful throughout their life.
May be required as a prerequisite for further studies in their senior schooling.

It is, therefore, advisable to peruse the senior subject expectations and recommended pre-requisites
as set out in this booklet (page 31).
In Year 10, students will also be required to make further decisions regarding their courses in
Mathematics, Science and Study of Society and the Environment. Students will become more aware
of the expectations of senior students during Year 10 and these subjects will reflect more of the
knowledge and skills required for a senior student and will be assessed accordingly. Subsequently,
students will be more prepared for the transition from the middle phase of schooling to the senior
phase of schooling.
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OVERVIEW OF YEAR 9 SUBJECTS

Core Subjects

Elective Subjects

Year 9

Year 9
(choose any 2 electives from this list)

 English

 Business Studies

 Religious Education

 Digital Technologies

 Mathematics

 Drama

 Science

 Graphics

 Health and Physical Education

 Indonesian

 Study of Society and Environment

 Music

 The Rite Journey

 Shop A
 Shop B
 Visual Art

TIMETABLE PARAMETERS
It may not be possible to offer every subject combination to every student. Therefore, in Year 9 each
student will be asked to select 2 elective subjects and 2 reserve subjects. From these choices the
subject lines in the timetable will be determined in order to have the minimum number of clashes for
students. Once the subject lines are determined, those students with clashes may be required to
change one or more of their preferences.
Further, the College reserves the right not to offer an uneconomical class. This could mean that a
particular subject may not be offered at all because of insufficient interest. More importantly, it could
mean that numbers may be restricted to one class only, in which case admission could be on the basis
of merit or order of receipt of application. Therefore, be aware that due to these timetable parameters
a student’s reserve subject choice may have to be allocated. However, a waitlist may be initiated for
some subjects for students who may have missed out on their preferred elective preference(s).
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CORE SUBJECTS

 Core subjects are compulsory for all students.
 All core subjects (except for The Rite Journey) will be
reported individually.
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ENGLISH (ENG)

CORE
SUBJECT

Introduction
In Years 9 and 10 the English curriculum is built around the 3 interrelated strands
of Language, Literature and Literacy. The curriculum is structured to integrate
these strands, with a view to developing students’ knowledge, understanding and
skills in listening, reading, viewing, speaking, writing and creating. Learning in
English in Year 9 builds on and consolidates concepts, skills and processes
developed in earlier years, with the Year 10 English course specifically structured to
provide a more effective bridge to Years 11 and 12 English and English
Communication, encompassing similar expectations and assessment task
requirements.

Approach to study
English at St Patrick’s College in this phase of schooling is organised so that students will be provided
with opportunities to:
 interact with peers, teachers, individuals, groups and community members in a range of face-toface and online/virtual environments. They experience learning in familiar and unfamiliar
contexts, including local community, vocational and global contexts.
 engage with a variety of texts for enjoyment.
 interpret, create, evaluate, discuss and perform a wide range of literary texts in which the
primary purpose is aesthetic, as well as texts designed to inform and persuade. These include
various types of media texts, including newspapers, film and digital texts, fiction, non-fiction,
poetry, dramatic performances and multimodal texts, with themes and issues involving levels of
abstraction, higher order reasoning and intertextual references.
 develop a critical understanding of the contemporary media, and the differences between media
texts.

What is studied?
The range of literary texts in Years 9 and 10 comprises Australian literature, including the oral narrative
traditions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, as well as the contemporary literature of
these two cultural groups, and classic and contemporary world literature, including texts from and
about Asia.
Literary texts that support and extend students in Years 9 and 10 as independent readers are drawn
from a range of genres and involve complex, challenging and unpredictable plot sequences and hybrid
structures that may serve multiple purposes. These texts explore themes of human experience and
cultural significance, interpersonal relationships, and ethical and global dilemmas within real-world and
fictional settings and represent a variety of perspectives. Informative texts represent a synthesis of
technical and abstract information about a wide range of specialised topics. Text structures are more
complex than in previous years. Language features explored will include successive complex sentences
with embedded clauses, a high proportion of unfamiliar and technical vocabulary, figurative and
rhetorical language, and dense information supported by various types of graphics presented in visual
form.
Students create a range of imaginative, informative and persuasive types of texts including narratives,
procedures, performances, reports, discussions, literary analyses, transformations of texts and reviews.
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION (HPE)
Introduction
The Year 9 and 10 Health and Physical Education key
learning area reflects the dynamic and multi-dimensional
nature of health and recognises the significance of
physical activity in the lives of individuals and groups in
contemporary Australian society.
Health and Physical Education provides a foundation for developing active and informed members of
society, capable of managing the interactions between themselves and their social, cultural and
physical environments in the pursuit of good health.
Health and Physical Education offers students opportunities to develop knowledge, processes, skills
and attitudes necessary for making informed decisions about:
 promoting the health of individuals and communities;
 developing concepts and skills for physical activity; and
 enhancing personal development.
Physical activities will be selected according to circumstances at the time. Theoretical units are delivered over the course of one term to
allow students enough time explore each topic in detail.

What is studied?
YEAR 9
Physical Activity

Health Promotion

Volleyball/Ultimate Disc
Futsal/Sofcrosse
Orienteering/Aquatics
Fitter faster stronger

Harm Minimisation/Effective Decision Making
Social Justice and Nutrition
Energy systems and testing
Dietary analysis

YEAR 10
Physical Activity

Health Promotion

European Handball/Orienteering
Cultural Games/Touch
Netball/Racquet sport
Ultimate Disc/Badminton

Exercise Physiology and Fitness Testing
Ottawa Charter
Exercise Physiology
Biomechanics

What is assessed?
Students are encouraged to act individually or collectively in appropriate and safe ways, to enhance
their own and others’ health and wellbeing.
Active engagement in physical activity is a major emphasis in the Physical Education area. This
emphasis recognises that participation in physical activity promotes health and acknowledges the
unique role of physical activity as a medium for learning. Students are assessed in both practical and
theoretical components of which each carry equal weighting.
In undertaking this course, students are expected to bring the required equipment (including sports
uniform); and consider the safety of other students and staff as well as their own selves whilst participating
in activities.
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CORE
SUBJECT

MATHEMATICS (MAT)

CORE
SUBJECT

Introduction
In Year 9, students will be automatically allocated into either a Year 9
Mathematics class, or a Year 9 Mathematics Extension class. In Year 10,
students will also be allocated into Core or Extension Mathematics.

What is studied?
In Year 9, students are allocated (based on Year 8 results and teacher collaboration) into either:

Mathematics Extension (1 class of 28 students)

Mathematics (the remainder of the cohort)
Studying “Year 9 Mathematics” does not limit a student in their selection for Year 10. If you would
like to discuss your son’s allocation contact the Head of Curriculum - Mathematics.
In Year 10, students are allocated (based on Year 9 results and teacher/parent collaboration) into
either of the following:

Extension Mathematics

Core Mathematics
During Semester One in Year 10, students can move between Core Mathematics and Extension
Mathematics as the programs are parallel. Students that are achieving high results in Core
Mathematics may move into Extension Mathematics. Similarly, students who have finding Extension
Mathematics too difficult may move into Core. The aim is that by the end of Semester 1 in Year 10,
students are in a position where they are able to make the necessary subject choices relevant to
their pathway in Year 11 and 12.

Subject information
Mathematics (Year 9)
Year 9 Mathematics is a structured course based on the National Curriculum documents as
prescribed by ACARA. It works through material at a steady pace and covers a wide range of topics
such as number and algebra, statistics and probability, and measurement and geometry. It prepares
students adequately for both Year 10 Core and Extension Mathematics.
Mathematics Extension (Year 9)
Year 9 Mathematics Extension covers the same material as Year 9 Mathematics, but will regularly
provide extension opportunities within most topics. This gives all students within the course a
chance to undertake assessment and curriculum that is more similar to that of Extension
Mathematics in Year 10, thus providing a solid platform for development into the senior years. It is
also designed to challenge students to develop an appreciation for the beauty of Mathematics so
that they might consider the Mathematics B and Mathematics C pair as possible subject selections in
Year 11 and 12.
Core Mathematics (Year 10)
Core Mathematics focuses on topics related to everyday living. These include statistics,
measurement, finance, number skills and geometry. Some basic algebra and trigonometry are also
included in the course. This subject is usually recommended for students who are planning a
vocational or trade based career path.
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Core Mathematics leads on to the study of Mathematics A in Years 11 and 12. Mathematics A is a
suitable prerequisite mathematics study for some tertiary courses. It continues the largely liferelated and contextual treatment of Mathematics begun by Core Mathematics in Year 10. It is a
requirement for some courses at TAFE that some Mathematics has been studied to a specific level
and the appropriate details should be checked if there is any doubt.
Students who study Core Mathematics in Year 10 are generally not eligible to study Mathematics B
or C in Year 11. Core Mathematics students will need to consider either Mathematics A or
Prevocational Mathematics in Year 11.
Extension Mathematics (Year 10)
In addition to topics studied in Core Mathematics, Extension Mathematics emphasises the following:
abstract thought; complicated algebra; introduction to functions (lines and parabolas) and more
difficult problem-solving, trigonometry.
Extension Mathematics is essential for those boys who wish to continue on to take Mathematics B
(and optionally Mathematics C) in Years 11 and 12. (Boys who study Extension Mathematics may
study Mathematics A in Years 11 and 12 instead of Mathematics B). Boys looking forward to a
Science oriented career would be well advised to study Mathematics at this level. In addition to
Information Technology courses and Science and Engineering courses, there are a number of other
tertiary courses that require study of Mathematics B in the senior course. The current QTAC Guide
to Tertiary Courses should be consulted if there is any doubt.

What is assessed in Year 9 and 10 Mathematics?
Assessment includes 4 written tests and 2 assignments per year. Assignments usually involve
investigations or activities that allow students to demonstrate and apply their mathematical knowledge
outside the exam situation.
Three criteria are used for assessment:
i) Knowledge and Fluency
ii) Modelling and Problem Solving
iii) Communicating and Reasoning

Ability to use the techniques and skills developed in class.
Ability to solve problems (both familiar and unfamiliar), think
critically and use mathematics in life-related situations.
Ability to organise and present work, use mathematical language
and symbols, justify procedures, and reflect and evaluate on
solutions.

How can parents help?
Homework will normally be given during every Mathematics lesson. This is essential for reinforcing
skills developed in class. Teachers will normally contact parents (eg. via a diary note) if problems
develop in this area. Contact your son’s Mathematics teacher quickly if you have concerns in this
area.
If homework is not set, students should be actively revising and rehearsing solutions to problems
that have been covered. This should be completed at least weekly on top of set homework. The
“Term Planner” will be distributed early each term and should be used as a guide for weekly
revision.
If you have any concerns about your son’s progress or questions regarding the course or assessment,
contact your class teacher, the Curriculum Leader for Mathematics (Years 7 – 9) or the Head of
Curriculum.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION (REL)

CORE
SUBJECT

Introduction
For Years 9 and 10 at St Patrick’s College, Religious Education:



is an educational activity and a key learning area;
presents faithfully and with integrity the variety and richness of the Catholic
tradition;
explores the place of religion in Australian society
studies other world religions and recognises the diversity of religious belief and
practices in Australian society;
utilises a range of learning processes and resources; and
is continuous and progressive.






What is studied?
The units in Year 9 and 10 are as follows.
YEAR 10

YEAR 9


Sacraments of Healing
- What is a sacrament?
- how does the Church continue Jesus’ healing
ministry today?
 Homelessness
- What causes homelessness in Australia?
- How can Christian people make a difference in
the lives of others?
- The Paddies Van
- Catholic Social Teaching
 Christian Vocation
- What does it mean to be a Christian in the world
today?
- life commitment and vocation
- making a difference
 Good and Evil
- God, Self, Others and the Environment
- Variety of Moral Issues
- Christian Morality
- Conscience, Freedom, Responsibility









Reading the Signs of the Times
- Historical Heritage
- Beliefs and Practices
- faith and diversity in Australia
Refugees and Asylum Seekers
- Catholic Social Teaching
- Advocacy
- Push and pull factors for Asylum Seekers
- The Asylum Seeker debate in Australia
Micah’s Challenge
- Interpretation of Scripture – Literal and Contextual
- Literary Devices and Styles
- Scriptural Themes, e.g. Covenant, Creation,
Prophecy, Wisdom
- Prophetic Imagination
- Speaking out on behalf of the marginalised
The Mystery of God
- How do we understand God?
- How do depictions of God tell us about the beliefs
of communities?
- Different Spiritualities
- Judaeo-Christian Spirituality, Catholic Heritage
- Personal Spirituality

What is assessed?
The work in this subject is based on the Religious Education Curriculum for the
Archdiocese of Brisbane. Students have the same class teacher for the duration of the
year, this allows for teachers and students to work more closely together, encouraging
interaction on a deeper level. Assessments for all units will be based on the student’s
knowledge, ability to process this knowledge and research and communication skills.
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SCIENCE (SCI)

CORE
SUBJECT

Introduction
Science is a key learning area. It represents part of the human quest for understanding and wisdom
and reflects human wonder about the world. Students in the middle years of secondary schooling are
developing their concerns about the world and how it affects them and their environment. They are
also interested in their own physiology and development. The study of Science can help students
develop a deeper understanding of themselves and the world around them.
Science at St Patrick’s College is a criterion-based program. Each year the Science course builds on
knowledge and processes taught in the previous years.

What is studied?
The Science Understanding strand is divided into four sub-strands:
 Biological Sciences
 Chemical Sciences
 Earth and Space Sciences
 Physical Sciences
This course provides students with understanding, knowledge and skills through which they can develop
a scientific view of the world. Students are challenged to explore the nature of scientific concepts and
uses through clearly described inquiry processes. Tasks are contextualized with real-life, relevant tasks
with a focus on higher order thinking skills. The scientific approach is aimed at enabling students to
develop skills for lifelong learning.
Thus, the Year 9 and 10 program has been designed to promote lifelong learning skills; it is also
designed to prepare students with the essential knowledge, skills and processes required for the study
of Science in Years 11 and 12.

What is assessed?
In Year 9 and 10 Science students will be required to complete various
forms of assessment, which will include term examinations,
experimental reports, research investigations, making models and oral
and written presentations. The assessment tasks are designed to
evaluate student achievement in Science Understanding (including
Science as a Human Endeavour) and Science Inquiry Skills, as outlined in
the National Australian Science Curriculum and by the Queensland
Curriculum and Assessment Authority.
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STUDY OF SOCIETY & ENVIRONMENT (SOS)

CORE
SUBJECT

Introduction
Geography is the investigation and understanding of the environmental and human characteristics
of the places that make up our world. History on the other hand is a disciplined process of inquiry
into the past that promotes the understanding of societies, events, movements and developments
that have shaped humanity from the earliest times.

What is studied?
Students in Year 9 Study of Society and Environment will undertake studies in both Geography and
History throughout the school year. The geographical and historical inquiries are reflective of the
Australian Curriculum for both Geography and History. Assessment throughout the year will involve
a mixture of short and extended response examinations as well as written and oral assignment
presentations.
GEOGRAPHY


Biomes and Food Security
o
o

o



The role of the biotic environment and its place in food and
fibre production.
Biomes of the world and:
I.
Their alteration and significance as a source of food
and fibre.
II.
Environmental challenges and constraints on
expanding food production in the future.
Investigation of these distinctive aspects of biomes, food
production and food security using studies drawn from
Australia and across the world.

Geographies of Interconnections
o Investigating how people, through their choices and actions,
are connected to places throughout the world in a variety of
ways; and how these connections help to make and change
places and their environments. For example:
I.
The products people buy and the effects of their
production.
II.
The ways that transport and information and
communication technologies have made it possible
for an increasing range of services to be provided
internationally, and for people in isolated rural
areas to connect to information, services and
people in other places.
o Investigations of these distinctive aspects of interconnection
are drawn from Australia and across the world.
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HISTORY


Industrial Revolution (1750-1914)
o

o
o
o



Asia and the World: China (1750-1918)
o
o
o
o

o



The technological innovations that led to the Industrial
Revolution, and other conditions that influenced the
industrialisation of Britain and of Australia.
Population movements and changing settlement
patterns during this period.
The experiences of men, women and children during the
Industrial Revolution, and their changing way of life.
The short and long-term impacts of the Industrial
Revolution, including global changes in landscapes,
transport and communication.

The key social, cultural, economic and political features of China at
the end of the 18th Century.
The role and influence of the Emperor in Qing China – on men,
women, children, literature and the arts.
Change and continuity in China as a result of contact with European
powers – the impact the British had on the Chinese.
The position of China in relation to other nations in the world
around the turn of the 20th Century, including the influence of key
ideas such as nationalism.
The significance of one key event that involved the Chinese and the
European power (s), including different perspectives of the event at
the time; e.g. Opium Wars, the Boxer Rebellion.

World War I (1914-1918)
o
o

o

o

An overview of the causes of World War I – and the
reasons why men enlisted to fight in the war.
The places where Australians fought and the nature of
warfare during World War I, including the Gallipoli
Campaign and the Western Front.
The impact of World War I, including an emphasis on
Australia (i.e. the use of propaganda to influence the
civilian population, the changing role of women, the
conscription debate).
The commemoration of World War I, including debates
about the nature and significance of the Anzac legend.

At the end of Year 9, students will choose to study either SOSE (a study in Geography AND History)
or History for further study in Year 10.
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THE RITE JOURNEY (RTJ)

CORE
SUBJECT

Introduction
The Rite Journey Program is a unique educational curriculum designed for Year 9 students which supports
the development of self-aware, engaged, responsible and resilient young men of action. The Rite Journey
provides our young men with the opportunity to experience rites of passage and important life lessons,
created and guided by caring teachers and significant adult mentors. The year-long program is delivered
to all of our Year 9 students in 2016.

What is studied?
The four core themes of the Rite Journey Program include:
 Relationship with Self: Who am I?
 Relationship with Others: How do I get on with others?
 Relationship with Spirit: Is there something more in life?
 Relationship with the world: What do I have to give others? What is my purpose in life?
A unique feature of The Rite Journey Program is the seven rituals that form a contemporary rite of
passage. The seven rituals are:
 The Calling – to acknowledge an end to childhood.
 The Departure – parents’ consent to their son’s participation in The Rite Journey Program.
 The Following – an examination of what it means to be a respectful and responsible adult.
 The Challenges – physical, social, emotional and spiritual challenges to teach students of life’s
struggles.
 The Abyss – a significant individual challenge to demonstrate to each student that he is capable of
dealing with major obstacles in life.
 The Return – the closing of childhood and the beginning of adulthood.
 The Home Coming – a reflection on the student’s journey to adulthood.
The Rite Journey teaching staff at St Patrick’s College have created significant and memorable
ceremonies to honour each young man’s transition to young adulthood whilst adhering to each
student’s individual needs. The program provides opportunities for meaningful conversation and
relationships with students to bring about life-changing experiences for students. Parents and significant
others are strongly encouraged to be involved their son’s journey and participate in some of the
important rituals.

What is assessed?
There are no formal examinations or assignments with The Rite Journey
Program. However, students engagement in the program is reflected in
the comments received on reports and completion paperwork. Students
will be required to undertake a number of physical, social, emotional and
spiritual challenges and their enthusiasm and engagement in these
activities will be noted. These challenges include the significant
involvement in the College’s Social Justice Program (Paddies Van, Live
Below the Line, 40 Hour Famine), community activities within and outside
the College, development of meaningful relationships with family, the
community and those living at the “margins”, as well as physical
challenges including the Year 9 Camp and Retreat Program.
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ELECTIVE SUBJECTS
 Students must choose two (2) elective subjects for Year 9.
 Students must choose a third elective at the end of Year 9.
 Each subject will be reported individually.
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BUSINESS STUDIES (BST)

ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

Introduction
The course is designed to provide a basic knowledge of current business practices and the ability to
communicate effectively in the language of business. It provides an insight into the aspects of
business that will affect the student's personal and business life in the future.

What is studied?
The course is designed around the following focus questions of:
1.
2.
3.

What is meant by “standard of living” and how is it measured?
Why is being competitive in the market important to business?
How is the work environment influenced?

Semester 1

Semester 2

Unit Title
 Introduction to
Business
 Consumerism
 Marketing

Skills
 Accounting – Needs Vs.
Wants and Budgeting
 Economics – Marketing
and Investment
 Legal – Consumer
Protection







Free and Fair
Trade: The rise
of a global
conscience
The World of
Work




Accounting –
Budgeting and
expenses
Economics – Cost
Benefit modelling
Legal – Workplace
Relations

Types of Assessment
Written
- Folios
- Reports
- Examinations

Spoken
- Practical Reports
- Seminars

Subject Pathways



Introduction to Senior Business (Year 10)
Certificate II in Business (Year 10)
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Description
Explores the role of consumers in the world of business.
Students will examine consumer decisions and consumer
protection as well as the global consumer with specific
focus on Australia and Asia. Strategies used by
businesses to promote products and services will also be
explored. Students will practise the skills and knowledge
learnt by participating in the ASX Share Market Game.
Free and Fair Trade will focus on the rise of NonGovernmental Organisations, Government Aid and the
development of an Australian Global Citizen.
The World of Work will examine workplace relations, the
changing nature of work, how income is earned and
analyse the attributes and skills required for specific
jobs. Budgeting and managing finances will also be
explored.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES (ITD)

ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

Introduction
Digital Technologies is a practical discipline which prepares students to respond to emerging
technologies and information technology trends. Students develop the knowledge of, and skills in,
the systems supporting IT. Systems range from those supporting the development of information,
such as documents or websites, to those supporting technology, such as computers or networks.
This subject prepares students to cope with, and harness to their advantage, the changes and
significant opportunities associated with IT. This subject may lead to employment in such areas as IT
support, graphic and multimedia manipulation, or tertiary study in the fields of multimedia design,
games design, website design and animation.

What is studied?
Subject matter in Digital Technologies is organised in five interwoven elements:
 Theory and techniques
 Problem-solving process
 Project management
 Client relationships
 Social and ethical issues
Contexts provide a focus for developing the subject matter into units of work.
They include:
 Graphical and syntax based computer programming
 Animation
 Game design
 Graphic design
 Interactive media
 Mobile application design
 Robotics
 Web design

How do students learn?
Students of Digital Technologies engage in a variety of practical learning experiences in a mostly
project-based course of study, using industry standard software. Students will:
 Design, build and program robots
 Design and develop websites
 Develop complex 2D graphic design images
 Design and build computer games
 Design and develop mobile applications
 Participate in real-world multi-disciplinary projects to meet client requirements
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How are students assessed?
Students are assessed against standards described in terms of:





Knowledge and communication refers to the comprehension, understanding and
communication of the terms, concepts, principles and design processes associated with
information technology.
Design and development involves determining the intended purpose, the needs of the client and
proposing and testing possible solutions. It requires research, analysis, synthesis and ongoing
testing related to the process of design and development and the associated documentation.
Implementation and evaluation focuses on the quality of the solution. Quality and effectiveness
are evaluated against client needs and defined criteria formulated during the design and
development phase.
Assessment techniques used by schools include short and/or extended responses, research
assignments, projects and practical exercises. Multimodal presentations such as seminar
presentations, multimedia presentations and reports may also be used.

How can parents help?
Parents and caregivers can help students by:









providing a supportive environment in the home;
showing a daily interest in what students are doing; and
encouraging them in their learning.
They should also encourage their child to read widely on the subject, share a personal interest in
recent developments in IT, discuss relevant media reports on topical IT issues and encourage
critical responses.
Parents and caregivers might also consider:
perusing the new national Design Technology Curriculum from which school plans its program of
work;
discussing the school work program with the teacher; and
discussing the student’s progress with the student and relevant school personnel.
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DRAMA (DRA)

ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

Introduction
Drama is a subject with a strong practical component (60% practical 40% theory).
It develops the ability to communicate effectively and confidently. This is an important skill for success at
school in Years 9 to 12 and in establishing and maintaining positive work relationships.
Employment opportunities are enhanced by skills learned in Drama, specifically jobs that rely on effective
communication and team-work.
In Drama, the skills developed are relevant to all facets of life. These include:







problem-solving;
decision making;
creative and expressive skills;
learning to work as a team;
effective communication skills; and
developing self-confidence.

Drama is one of the art forms recommended for study under the eight National Curriculum Areas.

What is studied?
The course covers both practical and written tasks. This subject recognises that students learn in a variety
of ways. Thus it offers a wide range of learning opportunities. These include:









improvising and creating;
role-playing;
vocal and physical characterisation;
play-building;
script-interpretation;
developing own drama practice through the Elements of drama;
mime and movement; and
understanding stagecraft and directing.

Examples of Topics Studied
 Shakespeare
 Clowning
 Children’s Theatre
 Shadow Puppets
 Stagecraft and Characterisation
 Collage Drama
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What is assessed?
All learning experiences and assessment are developed through the dimensions:




MAKING - Forming- making and shaping drama;
MAKING - Presenting - performing drama;
RESPONDING - writing about drama;

e.g. script writing, improvisation.
e.g. polished group performances.
e.g. evaluation of own and other students’
performance, research styles of theatre
responding to a variety of written texts and
performance pieces.

Assessment tasks may include group and solo performances; play evaluations; exams; research
assignments; improvisations and workshops.





Drama involves extensive group work. It is essential that students who take on such a subject
are co-operative and possess a hard-working attitude.
For performance work, students may have to rely on out-of-class rehearsals for group tasks to
achieve good results. This would be equivalent to research and draft work for a written
assignment.
Students will also be required to view at least one professional theatre performance or
participate in a workshop and this may take place in or out of school hours.
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GRAPHICS (GRA)

ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

Introduction
The Year 9 and 10 Graphics course is about enlarging the students'
range of communication skills and developing their understanding of
shape, pattern and space. Often speech and written communication
cannot adequately fulfil our communication needs. This is especially
true in our increasingly complex society where there is so much
information to be absorbed and acted upon each day. Much of this
information is of a technical nature. A basic knowledge of Graphics is
an important part of preparation for life in today's society.
The course of study is designed to prepare students for trade level
drawing at TAFE, and for the requirements of Senior Graphics in Year
11 and 12.

What is studied?
Students study the main forms of technical drawing used throughout the world together with some
underlying principles of these forms. They draw patterns for a variety of solid shapes, containers and
pipes and do exercises in arch and design skills.
The subject is presented in the following four contextual units.
1. Foundation Studies - linking and building skills in seven areas of study: Orthographic, Pictorial,
Development, Plane Geometry, Presentation Methods, Field Studies and Diagrams and Charts. Draw
with Computer Aided Design (CAD) & Inventor 11 software and Drawing Board and T-Square.
2. Product Design - focuses on the preparation of drawings for the manufacturing industries.
3. Built Environment - focuses on the preparation of drawings for the construction industry and indoor
and outdoor environment.
4. Business Graphics - focuses on applying the areas of study to advertising, packaging, corporate
identification and published works.

What is assessed?
The course is assessed through exams, written responses, assignments, fieldwork and homework.
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INDONESIAN (IND)

ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

Introduction
Communication is a necessary future skill. By continuing to study Indonesian, students are able to
develop their communication skills through speaking, writing, listening and reading tasks.
In electing to study Indonesian, students will be completing tasks that will also contribute to lifelong
learning by developing as:








a knowledgeable person with deep understanding;
a complex thinker;
a creative person;
an active investigator;
an effective communicator;
a participant in an interdependent world; and
a reflective and self-directed learner.

Studying a language is best utilised as a second skill area for a future career. Some possible occupations
are listed in the following chart.
LEVEL 1
Accountant
Actor
Anthropologist
Archaeologist
Archivist
Bank Officer
Barrister
Diplomat
Editor
Film Critic
Foreign Affairs Officer
Historian
Hotel/motel Manager
Interpreter
Journalist

LEVEL 1
Language Teacher
Librarian
Linguist
Medical Practitioner
Musician
Personnel Officer
Public Relations Officer
Registered Nurse
Secondary School Teacher
Social Worker
Solicitor
Speech Pathologist
Teacher
Tour Guide
University/College Lecturer
Welfare Worker
Writer

LEVEL 2
Actor
Bank Officer
Child Care Worker
Customs Officer
Employment Officer
Flight Attendant
Guest Relations Officer
Hotel/Motel Manager
Import/Export Clerk
Interpreter
Journalist
Library Technician
Local Government Clerk
Migration Officer
Musician
Personnel Officer
Public Relations Officer
Registered Nurse
Secretary
Singer
Subtitler
Theatre Critic
Tour Guide
Travel Consultant
Welfare Clerk
Welfare Worker
Writer

LEVEL 3
Actor
Bank Officer
Child Care Worker
Employment Officer
Enrolled Nurse
Flight Attendant
Guest Relations Officer
Hotel/Motel Manager
Import/Export Clerk
Inquiry Officer
Interpreter
Library Assistant
Library Technician
Local Government Clerk
Musician
Nursing Assistant
Proof Reader
Receptionist
Sales Assistant
Sales Representative
Secretary
Ship’s Steward
Singer
Tour Guide
Travel Consultant
Waiter
Writer

There are specific skills involved in language learning and these include:
 decoding meanings within messages;
 encoding meaning into speech and writing with accuracy;
 storing information for later production in difference sequences and patterns;
 organising abstract messages into coherent, intelligible messages;
 self discipline through concentrating on a task;
 communicating with other people;
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LEVEL 4
Actor
Inquiry Officer
Musician
Nursing Assistant
Sales Assistant
Singer
Teacher’s Aide
Telephonist
Tour Guide
Waiter






comprehending alternative points of view;
thinking laterally;
understanding the nature of language and;
intercultural learnings.

From 2009, the University of Queensland, Griffith University and QUT offered a bonus ranking incentive to students who enrol in a course at their
university and have studied a language (LOTE) to the end of Year 12. More information on this scheme may be obtained from the Assistant
Principal Curriculum, Careers Counsellor or Head of Curriculum.

What is studied?
The Indonesian program in Years 9 and 10 continues in a similar way to Year 8. Students who began
Indonesian in Year 8 are not disadvantaged as the tasks are developed and adapted to suit students
who enter at any point from Year 5 to the end of Year 8.
The following table shows the progression from Year 5 to 10. The two highlighted columns show the
topic titles for Years 9 and 10.
Year 5

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Me

Year 6
Family Life

Weather

Getting Together

Inventions

Music and film

And my family

Enchanted Places

Famous people

Sport

Scavenger Hunt

Future Prospects

Weekend Fun

Home Sweet Home

Television

Living on the Moon

Leisure in the Past,
Present and Future

Big City

Imaginary Creatures

What are you
wearing?

Transport

Food

Buy, Buy, Buy

Culture

An example of a module in Year 9 is the Scavenger Hunt. The purpose of the unit is for students
to participate in a scavenger hunt in Indonesia and write a travel diary.
The types of tasks students may be asked to complete in this module include











reading an advertisement;
completing an application form;
identifying weather conditions and the required clothing;
developing a daily budget in Australian dollars and converting
this to Indonesian Rupiah;
emailing a diary entry;
receiving instructions;
drawing maps with provided directions;
solving a riddle;
preparing a brochure; and
conducting a tour.

What is assessed?
Assessment in Year 9 and 10 will be continuous, based on tasks completed within the module. Students
will be assessed in two strands: comprehending and composing. The assessment tasks consist of class
work and homework.
The assessment tasks cover the four macro-skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking.
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MUSIC (MUS)

ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

Introduction
Music has been a part of everyday life for hundreds of years. It
has been a source of enjoyment for millions of people around the
world and can be presented in many forms, e.g. orchestral
performances, chamber groups, operas, rock bands as well as a
wide range of popular music.
Students sing, perform, compose, listen to and discuss a wide
range of musical styles and genres to explore some of the
traditions that contribute to Australia’s musical heritage. They
develop an understanding of instrumental and vocal arranging,
using the music of Australian and international composers to
explore timbres, textures, harmony and form that are found
within each and every piece of music we hear.

What is studied?
Students will study a repertoire of music from a range of historical and cultural contexts that they
can aurally identify, sing and perform in tune in an appropriate style, individually and with others.
Students will aurally and visually analyse, sing, play and compose music using a variety of notation
and using different metres.
The four criteria in Year 9 will be:





Presenting – where students perform individually and with others using a variety of musical genre
and styles.
Responding – where students learn to analyse and respond to components they hear and perform.
Creating – where students learn to compose using a variety of musical styles and genre.
Reflecting – where students reflect on other composers works and their own works.

The three criteria in Year 10 will be:




Performance – where students perform individually and with others using a variety of musical
genre and styles.
Analysing Repertoire – where students learn to analyse and respond to musical components they
hear or see in studied repertoire and performance material.
Composing – where students learn to compose using a variety of musical styles and genre.
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Units studied in years 9 and 10 will be:









World Music
Rock Music
Australian Art Music
Folk Music
Instrumental Music
Jazz and It’s Many Styles
The Musical
Music – An Overview

(Year 9 Term 1)
(Year 9 Term 2)
(Year 9 Term 3)
(Year 9 Term 4)
(Year 10 Term 1)
(Year 10 Term 2)
(Year 10 Term 3)
(Year 10 Term 4)

Students will be involved in:




Composing works for individual and group performance using the Sibelius Music Program.
In groups and individually, aurally discriminate works studied.
Perform a range of pieces from the units studied, both in groups and individually.

What is assessed?
A wide range of assessment techniques will be used to evaluate student achievement. These include:





class performances
compositions
exam papers
analysing repertoire.

There will be eight (8) assessment tasks in Year 9 and six (6) assessment tasks in Year 10.

How can parents help?
Parents can help students by showing an interest in their learning on a daily basis and by providing
them with a supportive and understanding home environment. This can be done by:






being informed on musical activities within the college;
attending college performances or concerts;
encouraging students to attend concerts and performances of contemporary and classical music;
encouraging students to practise at home; and
be considerate of the practical demands of the subject in terms of time and effort, especially the
out-of-hours commitment sometimes required.
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SHOP A (WOODWORK) [SHA]

ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

Introduction
Studying and working with timber, plastic and other materials gives students the opportunity to develop
an understanding of the tradition and technology behind many of the products that have become part
of their daily lives.
Shop A is intended for both the student who would like to work with timber in Year 9 and 10 and make
fine quality projects and for the student who is looking at doing the manufacturing and furniture course in
Year 11 and 12.

What is studied?
Emphasis is placed on quality workmanship, while developing skills with the tools available in the
workshop. The projects involve the construction of frames with traditional joints.
The students will investigate and make judgments on how the characteristics and properties of
materials, systems, components, tools and equipment can be combined to create designed solutions
that are ethical and sustainable.

What is assessed?
The course is assessed on class work, assignments, theory and practical tests. A strong emphasis is
placed on safety. The operation of the workshop strictly follows Occupational Health and Safety
regulations.
To cover costs for equipment and materials, there will be a levy placed on this subject.
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SHOP B (METALWORK) [SHB]
Introduction
Studying and working with metal, plastic and other materials gives students the opportunity to develop
an understanding of the tradition and technology behind many of the products that have become part
of their daily lives.
By studying and working with metal materials, students become aware of the tradition and technology
behind many of the products and equipment that are part of their daily lives.
Shop B is intended for both the student who would like to work with metal in Year 9 and 10 and make
quality projects and for the student who is looking at doing the engineering course in Year 11 and 12.

What is studied?
Emphasis is placed on quality workmanship, while developing skills with the tools available in the
workshop. The projects involve fabrication techniques with sheet metal and other metal working
processes. These techniques will assist the students in developing skills in planning, organising and
implementing procedures that will benefit their educational needs.
The students will investigate and make judgments on how the characteristics and properties of
materials, systems, components, tools and equipment can be combined to create designed solutions
that are ethical and sustainable.

What is assessed?
The course is assessed on class work, assignments, theory and practical tests. A strong emphasis is
placed on safety. The operation of the workshop strictly follows Occupational Health and Safety
regulations.
To cover costs for equipment and materials, there will be a levy placed on this subject.
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ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

VISUAL ART (ART)

ELECTIVE
SUBJECT

Introduction
Visual art is a powerful means of communication. By engaging in and
reflecting on visual art activities, students develop skills and abilities to
use processes that contribute to their physical, cognitive, emotional,
aesthetic, cultural, social, moral and spiritual development. They learn
to think critically as they analyse and critique visual art works and
identify the influence of contexts.
Learning in the Visual Art course is an active process, involving students
in making/creating and appraising/responding and reflecting. Visual Art
provides students with opportunities to identify value and extend their
academic, personal and social capabilities by offering students multiple
pathways to learning. As a subject, Visual Art has the unique ability to
engage students in a creative, self-directed learning environment,
whilst challenging them through an academically rigorous curriculum.
All units of work are underpinned by thorough studies of social contexts
and histories and develop students’ insights about past cultures.
The Visual Art classroom is typified by focused, self-motivated and academically driven students.

What is studied?
In Year 9, Visual Art students create, respond, present and reflect visual art works. In Year 10, Visual Art
students make, display and appraise:
 Perceptual and conceptual understandings of visual language

- Aesthetic judgment

 Understanding artworks of a variety of cultures, past and present - Critical awareness
 Strategies and skills for personal expression and creativity

- Practical abilities

Year 9
1.
2.
3.
4.

Drawing Folio and Written Assignment
Painting Folio
Printing Folio and Written Assignment
Mixed Media Folio

The Circus - Pastels
Expressionism - Acrylic paint
Printmaking - Lino
At the Sea – Clay construction

Year 10
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sculpture Folio and Written Assignment
Cubism Folio
Collage Folio and Written Assignment
Drawing Folio and Written Assignment

Wire, clay, mixed-media, Classic & Modern sculptors
Drawings – watercolours, oil/dry pastels
Paper, card, drawn images, Modern collage artists
Charcoal drawings, artists that evoke empathy
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What is assessed?
Students are assessed across three criteria including Visual Literacy, Application and Appraising. Each
criterion is weighted equally and results per semester are based on the average between these three
results.
Throughout Year 9 and Year 10, students are actively encouraged to utilise their Visual Diary as an
art making tool and it forms part of every Folio. Students are encouraged to value their own artistic
style and contributions and are treated respectively as independent, emerging, young artists.
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PREREQUISITES FOR YEAR 11 AND 12 SUBJECTS
The College has certain prerequisites for some Year 11 and 12 subjects. These prerequisites should
also be taken into consideration when selecting subjects for Year 9 and 10.
SUBJECT

PREREQUISITES: MINIMUM ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL IN YEAR 10

Biology

C in Science

Chemistry

B in Science and C in Extension Mathematics

Drama

C in English and C in Drama

English

Preferably a C in English

Film, Television and New Media

C in English

Geography

C in History or SoSE

Graphics

C in Graphics

Indonesian

C- in Indonesian

Legal Studies

C in English

Mathematics A

No prerequisite

Mathematics B

C+ in Extension Mathematics

Mathematics C

B- in Extension Mathematics and enrolment in Mathematics B in Year 11

Modern History

C in History or SoSE

Music

C in Music

Prevocational Math

HoC invitation only

Physical Education

C in English and B in PE or HPE

Physics

B in Science and C in Extension Mathematics

Study of Religion

C in English (recommended passing results in Religion and in a Social Science)

Visual Art

C in English

KEY DATES FOR SUBJECT SELECTION PROCESS
Friday
7 August

Online subject selection opens
Information (including logon details) will be emailed to all students.

Monday
17 August 2015

Subject Selection Information Evening (for parents and students)
(6.00pm, Callan Centre)

Friday
21 August 2015

Online subject selection closes
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